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INTRODUCTION

The songs in the Williams Overture Song Tutor mode are designed to help teach you several well-known Classical pieces. There are also some keyboard exercises to help you develop sight reading and left hand independence. With the Right and Left hand buttons on the Overture you can mute a part so that you can play it directly on the keyboard yourself.

The first 10 songs were transcribed from performances of well known Classical pieces. Because of this they may not match the standard written notation from other sources.

The order of the material is broken in several sections. The first 10 songs are the most difficult pieces to learn. If you are a new piano student we recommend starting the Etudes first to practice sight reading and hand independence.

ADVANCED
Songs 1 – 10 are Classical pieces, which are the most challenging.

MEDIUM
Songs 11 – 22 are simpler Classical pieces should be easier to learn than the previous 10. These are in order of difficult to simple.

Songs 23 – 32 are some Rock and Blues exercises that are not too difficult to learn. You can also mute the Right hand part and practice playing some licks on the upper range of the keyboard.

ETUDES
Songs 33 – 50 are Etudes, which is best for beginners.

Each song will have a 1 bar count-in before playing. Please note that if the first measure in the score is a pickup measure that count-in will also count that measure for you as well.
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